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v All channel configurations show overall similar results after appropriate scaling (for the
rough-smooth configuration 𝑢! was estimated as in [3] ).

v The rough-smooth case shows mildly skewed behaviour which becomes stronger with
increasing roughness effect. Weak secondary currents are induced at the smooth upper wall.

v The symmetry boundary condition case shows
• Differences in the normal Reynolds stresses at the channel centre
• Significant deviations in the "𝑢#𝑤 levels above the roughness for the sinusoidal surface 
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BACKGROUND METHODOLOGY
Direct numerical simulations of incompressible turbulent channel flow using the code iIMB[2]

v constant mean streamwise pressure gradient
v friction Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒! =
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v averaging over > 150 flow through times for each roughness in each channel configuration
v intrinsic averaging, i.e., averages are taken across fluid occupied areas only
v separate out Reynolds 𝑢()𝑢*) = ⟨ 𝑢( − 9𝑢( 𝑢* − 9𝑢* ⟩ and

dispersive #𝑢( #𝑢* = 9𝑢( − 9𝑢( 9𝑢* − 9𝑢* stresses

Channel 
configuration

𝑳𝒙/𝜹 𝑳𝒚/𝜹 𝑳𝒛/𝜹 𝑵𝒙×𝑵𝒚×𝑵𝒛 ∆𝒙. ∆𝒚. ∆𝒛𝒎𝒊𝒏. ∆𝒛𝒎𝒂𝒙.

shift 8 4 2.1 640×320×384 4.94 4.94 0.67 5.08
no shift 8 4 2.1 640×320×384 4.94 4.94 0.67 5.08
rough smooth 8 4 2.05 640×320×336 4.94 4.94 0.67 4.97
symmetry 8 4 1.05 640×320×192 4.94 4.94 0.67 5.08

The most widely used configuration for direct numerical simulations (DNS) of rough-wall 
turbulence is closed channel flow with impermeable upper and lower boundaries. Despite 
their widespread use, there is no universal approach to rough-wall channel flow simulations. 
Several different configurations, e.g., with roughness on both walls or only on one wall, or half-
channel flow with symmetry boundary condition at the channel midplane, are commonly 
employed, each of which offers certain advantages. Data obtained from different 
configurations is often directly compared under the assumption that the roughness effects are 
confined to the close vicinity of the rough wall. However, rough surfaces with delta-scale 
structures can affect the outer flow behaviour [1], and thus a stronger dependency of some 
roughness effects, such as roughness-induced secondary currents, on the channel 
configuration could emerge. 

In this preliminary study, DNS of closed channel flow over sinusoidal and egg-carton roughness 
are conducted in four typical channel configurations. The results are compared to establish the 
commonalities and differences between the different channel configurations. 
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TIME AVERAGED FIELDS
Time and phase averaged 
fields for the sinusoidal 
roughness in different 
channel configurations. Left 
half: mean streamwise 
velocity; right half: dispersive
shear stress
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Solid lines – sinusoidal roughness, dashed line – egg-carton roughness. The location of the maximum roughness
height is indicated by a thin vertical dotted line. Smooth wall reference data is also shown where possible. The
location 𝑧 = 0 corresponds to the roughness mean plane.
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Time and phase averaged fields for the 
egg-carton roughness in different 
channel configurations. Left half: mean 
streamwise velocity; right half: 
dispersive shear stress
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